
NetSuite SuiteSuccess : Financials
Discover NetSuite Financial Report Writer relative date ranges and subsidiary context across
Income Statements and standard financial reporting.

Watch Now

NetSuite SuiteSuccess : Analytics
Create multi-level joins, pivot tables, queries and charts from workbooks you author from
within SuiteAnalytics using multiple record types.

Watch Now

NetSuite SuiteSuccess : Budgets
Leverage Budget versus Actual reporting in the NetSuite Financial Report Writer. This demo
navigates a user from summary report to transaction.

Watch Now

NetSuite Planning & Budgeting:
SmartView
FP&A Smart View for Microsoft Excel

Watch Now

Achieve your organization's goals
with NetSuite Experts at your side

www.techfino.com
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NetSuite Bank Feeds
In this video, we’ll demonstrate NetSuite’s banking integration and automated bank data
reconciliation capabilities

Watch Now

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fm4V_XX0xIY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XCA7T8zX79o&t
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JBhgd3wPBG8
https://youtu.be/gRhsYbJ_GvA
https://youtu.be/__GQU2CPbwc
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NetSuite CPQ (Configure, Price, Quote)
NetSuite CPQ enables sales teams to quickly configure, price and quote complex products
with complete accuracy and reliability—directly in NetSuite. Error-proof your entire quote,
order and production cycle by automating processes that were previously manua

NetSuite SuitePeople Workforce Management

Watch Now

NetSuite SuiteSuccess : Order Mgmt
Transact with customers through automated sales orders, item definitions, fulfillment, billing,
A/R and payments all in one true cloud solution.

Watch Now

In this demonstration, we dive into NetSuite SuitePeople Workforce Management (WFM),
which delivers a single solution to streamline shift scheduling, easily capture time and
attendance across the workforce and calculate wages. We will also explain how digital time
tracking can make it easy for employees to clock in and out on a computer or mobile device.
The mobile app provides a convenient way for managers and employees to accomplish
common tasks, such as viewing schedules, managing shift swaps and more. SuitePeople
Workforce Management helps organizations ensure timely and accurate financial data by
integrating shift forecasting, wage calculations and scheduling with employee attendance,
payroll, and financial systems. SuitePeople Payroll seamlessly processes approved hours for
payroll runs and automatically posts to the general ledger.

Watch Now

NetSuite SuiteSuccess : Allocations
Automate dynamic allocation processes over time using statistical accounts and re-usable
schedules to populate recurring journal entries each month.

Watch Now

NetSuite SuiteSuccess : Amortization
Automate prepaid expense entries on the Vendor Bill scheduling journals into future periods
using amortization templates with customizable methods.

Watch Now

NetSuite SuiteSuccess : Vendors
Vendor Dashboards provide visibility across current A/P Aging, Item and transactional
histories as we create new relationships and transactions.

Watch Now

https://youtu.be/YW_g4SjRfEs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J8bMHrPyBJ4&t
https://youtu.be/YW_g4SjRfEs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rTYjfN5tgh4&t
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5DEayUN4wY8&t
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Zx44O0SD7FQ
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NetSuite SuiteSuccess : 3-Way Match
Learn how to match purchase orders to receipt-to-bill in NetSuite. This demo walks through
the SuiteSuccess approach based upon leading practices, assuming the role of the
accounting manager and controller who are tasked with eliminating cost variances and
overpayments.

Watch Now

NetSuite SuiteSuccess : Item Reporting
Learn how to view item reporting in NetSuite. This demo walks through the SuiteSuccess
approach based upon leading practices, assuming the role of the inventory manager who is
tasked with controlling inventory levels.

Watch Now

NetSuite SuiteSuccess : Accounts Payable
Learn how to process accounts payable in NetSuite. This demo walks through the
SuiteSuccess approach based upon leading practices, assuming the role of an accounting
manager who is tasked with processing vendor bills and payment.

Watch Now

NetSuite Dunning Letters
Did you know you can automate late payment notifications with NetSuite Dunning Letters?
Payment reminders are automatically sent based on customized intervals such as account
balance, invoice amount, days overdue and other criteria

Watch Now

NetSuite SuiteSuccess : Receive Purchase Orders
Learn how to process received purchase orders in NetSuite. This demo walks through the
SuiteSuccess approach based upon leading practices, assuming the role of a warehouse
operator who is tasked with receiving purchase orders.

Watch Now

NetSuite SuiteSuccess : Operational Purchasing
Learn about operational procurement in NetSuite. This demo walks through the SuiteSuccess
approach based upon leading practices, assuming the role of an inventory manager who is
tasked with processing purchase orders. Watch how NetSuite makes it possible.

Watch Now

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xazoJung_EI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6lZ7Xh80-dU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xP_Y8Nmqngk
https://youtu.be/WYXzgHFExuY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FC2aFR6v8JI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o_Cst9HNzAo
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NetSuite SuiteSuccess : Vendor Management
Learn how to manage vendors in NetSuite. This demo walks through the SuiteSuccess
approach based upon leading practices, assuming the role of an inventory manager who is
tasked with managing vendor relations. Watch how NetSuite makes it possible.

Watch Now

NetSuite SuiteSuccess : Accounts Receivable
Learn how to process accounts receivable in NetSuite. This demo walks through the
SuiteSuccess approach based upon leading practices, assuming the role of the accounting
manager who is tasked with processing payments. Watch how NetSuite makes it possible.

Watch Now

NetSuite SuiteSuccess : Sales Order Fulfillment
Learn how to fulfill a sales order in NetSuite. This demo walks through the SuiteSuccess
approach based upon leading practices, assuming the role of a warehouse operator who is
tasked with fulfilling sales orders in the warehouse. Watch how NetSuite makes it possible.

Watch Now

NetSuite SuiteSuccess : Sales Order Entry
Learn how to enter a sales order in NetSuite. This demo walks through the SuiteSuccess
approach based upon leading practices, assuming the role of a sales representative who is
tasked with entering a sales order.

Watch Now

NetSuite SuiteSuccess : Customer 360
Learn how to view customer reporting in NetSuite. This demo walks through the SuiteSuccess
approach based upon leading practices, assuming the role of sales representative who is
tasked with customer account management. Watch how NetSuite makes it possible.

Watch Now

NetSuite SuiteSuccess for Services: Project
Accounting
In this video, we demonstrate NetSuite's project management module for billing and revenue
recognition as well as related sales orders.

Watch Now

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CFVWmnwVx5c
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3hzTa_auS3o
https://youtu.be/WYXzgHFExuY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jP_k6dFduYE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FvS0WpUtQwg
https://youtu.be/4Mu9XrCOYzg
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NetSuite SuiteSuccess for Services:
Project Setup and Delivery
In this demonstration, we show how NetSuite's Project Manager dashboard provides a
consolidated view of projects that are being managed. We also show how to set up a project
and reports used to track the status of a project

Watch Now

NetSuite SuiteSuccess for Services: Time and
Expense Management
In this video, we demonstrate how resources can enter time and expenses within NetSuite.
We also show NetSuite's mobile capabilities for time and expense approvals.

Watch Now

NetSuite SuiteSuccess : SuiteCommerce B2B
Learn how NetSuite SuiteCommerce provides real time visibility to invoices, terms
and integrated self-servicing capabilities.

Watch Now

NetSuite Demand and Supply Planning
This demonstration focuses on NetSuite's demand and supply planning capabilities. We
begin by calculating item demand plans for four projection methods: linear regression,
moving average, sales forecast and seasonal average. We then dive into supply planning
parameters around lead time, safety stock, lot sizing method, supply type and demand
source. Once parameters are set, we’ll create an item supply plan using inventory balances,
forecasting and planned work orders. We’ll conclude by demonstrating how to automatically
generate mass work orders.

Watch Now

NetSuite Assembly and Bill of Materials Records
This demonstration focuses on NetSuite’s capabilities around assembly and bill of material
records. We'll start with reviewing some of the key components of the production dashboard,
such as real-time visibility into production metrics, inventory balances as well as scheduled
and open work orders. We’ll also walk through the product overview reports that provide
visibility into production on the warehouse floor, including completion percentages for each
job. We'll demonstrate how to form a bill of materials, account for standard yield loss and
include other assembly items to create a multilevel bill of materials. Lastly, we'll show how to
use an assembly build transaction to incorporate labor and overhead cost on the assembly
item record.

Watch Now

https://youtu.be/NkGIrIYxqrI
https://youtu.be/dNVWH1gT5rs
https://youtu.be/EEPSc2IBxK0?t=85
https://youtu.be/YD-zs-o80xw
https://youtu.be/rggRw2xmrX8
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Watch Now

NetSuite Work Order Builds
In this video, we’ll demonstrate how to build work orders in NetSuite. We'll start by reviewing
some of the key components of the production dashboard, like reminders and key
performance indicators. Next, we'll walk through the production overview report that provides
visibility into real-time productivity taking place on the warehouse floor. Using NetSuite's out-
of-the-box reporting, we’ll demonstrate options to view production variances, component
use as well as bills of materials. We’ll also take a look at the work order transaction record
where users can select appropriate assembly items and correct revisions, check real-time
inventory and gain insight into all the components and subassemblies pulled form the bill of
materials. Lastly, we'll demonstrate NetSuite’s real-time connection between operations,
inventory and accounting.

Watch Now

NetSuite Work in Process (WIP) and Routing
This video demonstrates NetSuite's work in process (WIP) and routing capabilities. We walk
through an individual assembly item and manufacturing routing information, including:
operation sequence and name, cost template, setup time and run rate. We'll explain how to
set up lag types to uncover operational overlap and delays, and we’ll review a work order
created for the assembly items, which provides visibility into operations that are scheduled
based on manufacturing routing, work order quantity, production start date and scheduling
method. Finally, once the work order is released, we’ll demonstrate how to issue components
and record production results against it, factoring in labor setup time and machine runtime.

NetSuite Quality Management Solution (QMS):
Quality Manager
This video demonstrates NetSuite's Quality Management Solution (QMS) from the role of a
quality manager. Starting on the role-based dashboard, we walk through assigning
incoming inspections to a quality engineer. We’ll then dive into the quality reporting options,
which help monitor real-time results and allow managers to improve upon or sustain
performance. Lastly, we’ll review the vendor scorecard, which includes the purchased item,
the vendor who supplied the item and the results of the inspections.

Watch Now

Watch Now

WMS Inbound:
Mobile Receiving
WMS Mobile Receipt
and Putaway

WMS Inventory:
Cycle Counting
WMS Cycle Counting

Watch Now

WMS Outbound
Release Order
WMS Release and Pick

Watch Now

https://youtu.be/Ef7KAQqQrww
https://youtu.be/MLP_u438SQM
https://youtu.be/kQUcVY38pwQ
https://youtu.be/Kxr9pN2ZIxg
https://youtu.be/bxmKd12pFws
https://youtu.be/YBzmk0GpAUE


Contact Us
(877) 563-1405

contact@techfino.com
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Why Choose Techfino?
Techfino LLC is a quality centric NetSuite Partner, not a quantity partner. We have been

certified as a Great Places to Work company, see our Statistics and word cloud at Techfino
 This high standard of quality is reflected in both our employee feedback and customer

satisfaction. Our mission is to foster a culture of excellence as we architect, implement, and
optimize best and future-ready scalable solutions. As trusted advisors, we dream big and

deliver. We guide our clients through the complexities of enterprise technology to turn
challenges into catalysts for growth and innovation.

Feel confident your business is running
NetSuite to it highest potential.

1900 Market Street
8th Floor Philadelphia
PA 19103

Location

tel:+8775631405
tel:+8775631405
https://www.greatplacetowork.com/certified-company/7054490
tel:+8775631405
tel:+8775631405
tel:+8775631405

